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Abstract
Theproperties of self-assembledmolecular layers (SAMs)onweakly interacting substrates dependona
delicate balancebetween intermolecular andmolecule–substrate interactions. In this paper, combining
STMexperiments andfirst principle calculations,we study 1,3,5-triazine layers grownonboth graphite
andG/Pt(111).Wehave carriedoutab initioDFTcalculations trying standard andhybrids functionals as
well as different approaches for the vanderWaals (vdW) interactions to fully characterize the
intermolecular—H-bonds andvdW– andmolecule–substrate–vdWattraction andPauli repulsion—
interactions.Our results confirm that, regarding the SAMformation, themolecule–substrate interaction is
strong enough tofix a relativemolecule–substrate orientation even though the intermolecular interaction,
whichfixes the triangular lattice symmetry of the SAM, is larger. This gamebetween these two interactions
explains the appearance of very largemoiré patterns betweenSAMand substrate.However, our
simulations, even testing several approaches for the vdWandXC interactions, donot reproduceneither
the value of diffusionbarriers nordifferences between substrates found in the experiments.

1. Introduction

The ability of somemolecules to self assemble on ordered networks is a remarkable property that allows bottom-
up fabrication of functional structures in a size range of 1–100 nm [1–4]. Self-assembledmolecular layers
(SAMs) represent a versatile and cheap source of surface coatings useful for several applications, such as wetting
and adhesion tuning, biocompatibility, molecular recognition for sensor applications, chemical resistance and
sensitization for photon harvesting [1–8].

The formation of SAMs on different substrates is controlled by a delicate balance between the intermolecular
and themolecule–substrate interactions. The strength of this last interaction is highly dependent upon the
chemical nature of bothmolecule and substrate. For veryweakmolecule–substrate interaction, the SAM
structure is practically the same as the isolatedmonolayer, while if it is very strong, eachmolecule will be
adsorbed on a substrate preferential site regardless of the intermolecular interaction. There aremultiple studies
of SAMs on reactive surfaces [1–3, 5–7, 9]. However, the formation of SAMs of organicmolecules on non-
reactive surfaces—the veryweakly interacting limit—is still not well understood [3, 4, 7].

Here wefill this gap and present a comprehensive study of the SAMs formed by the smallmolecule 1,3,5-
triazine (hereafter referred as triazine, seefigure 2(a)) on different graphene-terminated substrates: single layer
graphene (G), graphite andG/Pt(111). Triazine (C N H3 3 3) is essentially a benzene ringwhere three of the carbon
(C) atoms (and the corresponding hydrogen (H) atoms attached) have been replaced by nitrogen (N) atoms.
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Thismakes it an outstanding candidate for this study: it is small, planar, highly symmetric, and, at variancewith
benzene, it supports strong intermolecular interactions throughN–Hhydrogen bonds that give rise to stable
SAMs. The low reactivity and flatness of Gmakes it an ideal substrate to understand SAMs formation on a
weakly interacting substrate.Moreover, adsorption ofmolecules onGhas been proposed as one of themost
promising and effectivemethods to tune the properties of G sheets [10–13].

There are numerous previous experimental and theoretical studies on the adsorption of singlemolecules—
particularly benzene and other polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)—onG (see [9–12] and references
therein).Most of them are focused on themolecule–substrate binding interaction, with very fewworks
addressing the properties that control the formation of SAMs. The adsorption of triazine onGhas already been
studied theoretically [14–17], but none of these works has specifically tried to unveil themechanisms of the
SAMs formation. Furthermotivation comes from recent STMexperiments on the formation of triazine SAMs
on highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) [18], onG/Pt(111) [19], and onG/Rh(111) [20]. These
experiments revealed different surface diffusion barriers for the samemolecule on the three substrates, opening
theway to explore not only the competition between intermolecular andmolecular-G interactions but also the
subtle changes induced in the graphene by the support. The influence of the support has been recently
confirmed by experiments that show that the binding energy of a naphthalenemolecule onGon Ir changes by
the intercalation of atoms between theG sheet and themetal [21].

The adsorptionofPAHsonG,whose behavior is quite similar to the caseof the triazinemolecules, is controlled
by theπ–π interplay, oneof themost intriguingnon covalent interactions [10]onwhich attraction is drivenby van
derWaals (vdW)dispersion forceswhile repulsion is controlledby the electronic overlapbetween theπwave
functions of themolecules andG.Thermal desorption spectroscopy shows that the adsorption energyofPAHson
HOPGhas a contributionof∼52±5meVperCatomand∼31meVperHatom (i.e. adsorption energy for benzene
is∼500meV/molecule [22]). The theoretical determinationof these small binding energies, resulting from the
balance between vdWforces and subtle short range electron–electron interactions, is a challenge.Recent calculations
show that themost accurate approaches for vdWinteractions areneeded inorder to achieve an accuracybetter than
2meVperCatom [23–26]when comparing adsorption energies for PAHsongraphite to experiments.

In this work, we have characterized by state-of-the-art DFT approaches the formation of triazine SAMs on
G, graphite andG/Pt(111).We have used themost recent developments to include the relevant interactions:
gradient corrected (GGA) and hybrid exchange-correlation (XC) functionals to describe the short range
chemical forces, and a battery of differentmethodologies—from the semiempirical D2 andD3 [27, 28] to the
many-body dispersion (MBD) framework [25, 29]—to account for the long-range electronic correlations that
are responsible for vdW interactions. In the case of triazine on graphite andG/Pt(111), on top of these
methodological issues and the tight convergence parameters needed to determine energy differences of the order
of a few meV,we have to copewith the large unit cells needed to represent the observedmoiré patterns. To tackle
this problem,we have developed amethodology to extract, from two different sets ofmanageable calculations,
the necessary information to characterize separately themolecule–substrate and intermolecular interactions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we summarize the relevant experimental information on
the triazine SAMs on graphite andG/Pt(111) (section 2). Then, we describe ourmethodological approach to
characterize the two interactions separately (section 3) and the computationalmethods chosen to perform the
calculations (section 4). Section 5 presents a thorough study of the simplest case: a free-standingG sheet as
substrate. Next, we deal with the realistic substrates characterized in the experiments: graphite andG/Pt(111)
(section 6). Based on these results, in section 7, we (i) compare our theoretical predictionswith the experimental
evidence, (ii) characterize the role played by the different interactions on the SAM formation, and (iii) address
the accuracy of the theoretical approaches that we have used. Section 8 presents our conclusions.

2. Experimental evidence on the adsorption of triazine on graphite andG/Pt(111)

TheadsorptionandSAMformationof triazinehasbeen investigated experimentally for thepresentworkby variable
temperature scanning tunnelingmicroscopy (VT-STM)underultra-highvacuumconditions (UHV)on twodifferent
graphene-type substrates:HOPGandG/Pt(111) surfaces.HOPGsampleswere cleaved in situ, underUHV,bymeans
of ahomemadedevice.G/Pt(111) surfaceswere grownunderUHVbyethylenedecomposition athigh temperature
(typically, P 2 10C H

7
2 4

= ´ - Torr, 1min,T 1270 KPt 111 =( ) ). Pt(111) surfaceswerepreviously cleanedby repeated
cycles of argon ion sputtering (1 keV) andannealingunder anoxygenatmosphere (10−6 Torr, 870 K), followedby
flashing, under the sameoxygenpartial pressure, at 1270 K.Triazinewasdeposited at low temperatures (substrates
between40and150 K) fromaglass container, separated fromthemainUHVchamberbya leak valve; the triazine
containerwas cleaned,previous todeposition, by repeated freeze-pump-thawcycles.Moredetails canbe found in
[18, 19]. STMmeasurementsweredonewith ahomemadeVT-STM [18, 30] at low temperature (typically 40 K). All
data acquisition and imageprocessingwereperformedusing theWSxMsoftware [31].
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In previous studies, we have already characterized triazine growth onHOPG [18], G/Pt(111) [19] andG/Rh
(111) [20]. In these previous studies the focuswas on the diffusion barrier for single triazinemolecules, and a
significant difference among the three substrates was detected: 55±8 meV for theHOPG case, 68±9 meV for
G/Pt(111), and 80±9 meV for theG/Rh(111) system. In the present work, we have analyzed inmore detail the
formation of SAMs onHOPGversusG/Pt(111).

The expected triangularmolecular lattice due to the three-fold symmetry of the triazine canbeobserved in the
experiments but,more importantly, different largemoiré patterns, i.e. superperiodicity patterns due to themismatch
between the SAMand the substrate, canbe clearly identifiedonHOPGandG/Pt(111) (seefigure 1). Bothmoirés
have large lattice parameters,≈4.0 nmand≈4.4 nm for graphite andG/Pt(111) respectively (see the supporting
information for a detailed analysis of the experimentally observedmoiré structures,which is available online at stacks.
iop.org/NANOF/2/045002/mmedia), and form large domains that extend several tens of nm.The intermolecular
distance is different for each substrate, 6.1 Å, and6.25 Å forHOPG, and
G/Pt(111), respectively, even though, in both cases, theuppermost layer of the substrate isG.As alreadymentioned
above, the diffusion energybarriers are different.These differences are presumably responsible for alternative growth
mechanisms that result on theobservationof triazine islandswithdifferentmorphologies during growth: inHOPG,
the boundaryof the islands shows a very irregular, fractal-like shape [18]while, forG/Pt(111) [19], the islandspresent
amuchmore regular, round shape.This smoothboundary suggests a smaller intermolecular interaction than in the
HOPGcase, that is also consistentwith the larger lattice parameter observed inG/Pt(111).

3.Methodological approach

Adirect calculationof the largemoirés foundon the experiments for the triazine SAMsongraphite andG/Pt(111) is
out of the capabilities of currentDFTmethods.This sectiondescribes ourmethodological approach to characterize
the two interactions separately: (1) studyof themolecule–substrate interaction (section3.1), and (2) a characterization
of themolecule–molecule interaction (section3.2). First,wehave applied the general procedure outlinedbelow to
characterize the intermolecular interaction andbinding to the casewhere the substrate is a singleG sheet. This study
identifies the atomisticmechanisms controlling the triazine SAMformation. Basedon these results,we extendour
study to the cases of graphite andG/Pt(111) in order to understand the role playedby theG support.

3.1. Adsorption of a singlemolecule:molecule–substrate interaction characterized through the binding
energy
For this study, a singlemolecule of triazine is adsorbed on aG(3×3) cell (see figure 2(b)). This cell corresponds
to the smallest andmost frequentmoiré pattern observed onG/Pt(111). It allows an intermolecular distance
larger than the equilibriumdistance in isolated layers of triazinemolecules, but the size is not enough to
completely eliminate the intermolecular interaction. In order to remove this contribution and retain just the
molecule–substrate interaction, wewill focus on the binding energy, Ebind, defined as

Figure 1.Experimental STM images for the triazine on theHOPG (a) and on theG/Pt(111) (b) substrate. Both the full systemmoiré
(black dashed line) and the intermolecular (light green solid line) cells are depicted. Acquisition parameters: (a)Vs=+2.26V,
It=60 pA, size: 10 × 10 nm2 ; (b)Vs=+0.27V, It=290 pA, size: 9.6×9.6 nm2. The bias voltage was applied to the sample.
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E E E E , 1bind mol sub mol sub= - ++ ( ) ( )

where Emol sub+ is the energy of the full system in theG(3×3) cell andEmol andEsub are the energies of the
molecular layer and the substrate calculated separately on theG(3×3) cell using the geometry obtained during
the relaxation of thewhole system. SubtractingEmol, that includes the residual intermolecular interaction, Ebind
just provides information about themolecule–substrate interaction.

Wehave also calculated the standard adsorption energy,Eads, that includes both thebinding energy and the
intermolecular interaction.The latter obviously dependson the relative orientationbetweenmolecules. It is givenby

E E E E , 2ads mol sub mol sub
0 0= - ++ ( ) ( )

where the new energy references, E0mol andE
0
sub, are the energies for amolecule in the gas phase and the isolated

substrate respectively, both relaxed to their equilibrium configuration. The singlemolecule energy, E0mol, is
computed in amuch larger cell (30×30×30Å3) tominimize any intermolecular interaction.

If a localized atomic orbital scheme is used, in particularwhendealingwith calculationsperformedwith the
CRYSTALcode, the adsorption energy is affectedby thebasis set superposition error (BSSE). In order to correct for
theBSSE, the counter-poise (CP)method canbeused [32]. TheCP-corrected energyECP

bind, has then the form [33]

E E E E , 3bind
CP

mol sub mol
Gh mol sub

sub
Gh mol sub= - ++

+ +( ) ( )( ) ( )

where Emol sub+ is the computed total energy, and Emol
Gh mol sub+( ) and Esub

Gh mol sub+( ) are the energies of themolecule
and the substrate calculated respectively in the presence of the ghosted atoms of the substrate and of the
molecule. In the sameway, the corrected adsorption energy ECP

ads can bewritten as follows

E E E E E E 4ads
CP

mol sub mol sub mol
Gh mol sub

sub
Gh mol sub0 0= - + + D + D+

+ +( ) ( )( ) ( )

being Emol
Gh mol subD +( ) and Esub

Gh mol subD +( ) the corrected energies of the substrate and themolecule at the geometry
adopted in the adsorbate-substrate system that can be expressed

Figure 2. (a) Scheme of the triazinemolecule and its LUMOandHOMOorbital geometries. (b)Ball-and-stickmodels for the
equilibrium structures for theG(3×3) andG(6×6) cells of Gused for the study of themolecule–substrate andmolecule–molecule
interactions, respectively. TheGmonolayer C atoms are colored in pinkwhile for the triazinemolecule the same color code in (a) has
been used. The unit cell is highlighted in red.
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E E E , 5mol
Gh mol sub

mol mol
Gh mol subD = -+ + ( )( ) ( )

E E E . 6sub
Gh mol sub

sub sub
Gh mol subD = -+ + ( )( ) ( )

Wehave characterized the potential energy surface (PES) profile by calculating these energies and adsorption
distances for several high symmetry adsorption sites of themolecule on theG layer. Apart from the analysis on
the plane parallel to the substrate (the xy-plane), we have also studied the energy variation upon changes in the
adsorption distance. Starting from the geometry of the ground state of the systemwe havemodified
homogeneously the adsorption distance of themolecule letting the atoms relax but freezing the z coordinate of
all atoms in themolecule. This procedure allows us to unveil the PES as a function of themolecule–substrate
separation aswell as to disclose the different contributions (short range, vdWor intramolecular energy changes)
to both the binding energy and the energy barriers.

3.2. SAMcharacterization: intermolecular interaction
The study of the intermolecular interaction in an isolated layer of triazinemolecules can be easily performed by a
simulationwith a small unit cell including just onemolecule. However, the large sizes of themoiré patterns
found in the experiments are out of the possibilities of the current implementations of theDFT codes. Our
characterization of the intermolecular interaction among triazinemolecules adsorbed on different
G-terminated substrates is based on simulations of islands formed by three triazinemolecules, the smallest
combination needed to preserve the triangular symmetry of the SAM lattice. Our calculations have been carried
outwith aG(6×6) cell (seefigure 2(b)).With this cell size, there is still a residual interaction between
neighboring islands, but it is very small compared to the interaction amongmolecules inside the island. A larger
simulation cell able to includemoremolecules would be superior to reproduce the intermolecular interactions
of the realisticmoirés. However, first, the cell size, once the substrate is included, would be too large forDFT
calculations; and second, we have tested that the effect of both, the position of the island respect to the substrate
and the inclusion ofmore neighbors (an increase of themolecule coordination) are small and do not change the
main conclusions. The validity of this approach is confirmed by the comparison of the energetics and structure
of a triazinemonolayer with our three-molecule island: theH-bond distances are identical (2.35 Å) for both
cases, and the interaction energy perH-bond are very similar (127 meV and 131 meV respectively), with just an
expected small change due to the different coordination number (see inset offigure 5(b)).

Our goal is to determine the intermolecular energy as a function of theH-bond distance between the
molecules in the island.Our starting point is a full relaxation of the island on top of each of the different
substrates to determine the equilibrium structure. Then, we use this optimized geometry to prepare a set of
configurationswherewe displace themolecules from their equilibriumpositions in the xy-planewhile
preserving the symmetry of the island and its orientationwith respect to the substrate. Each of these
configurations is subsequently relaxed, keeping fixed the xy position of aC and aN atom from eachmolecule (to
enforce the constraint on theH-bond distance) and allowing the rest of the atoms in themolecule and substrate
tomove freely.

For each configuration, we determine the intermolecular interaction among themolecules on the island,
Eintermol, using the equation:

E E E , 7intermol interac bind= - ( )

wherewe subtract themolecule–substrate interaction,Ebind, from the total interaction energy, Einterac. The total
interaction energy is calculated by subtracting from the total energy of the system, Eisland sub+ , the energy of the
isolated substrate, Esub, and the energy of the isolatedmolecules, Emoli

:

E E E E , 8interac island sub
i

mol sub
1

3

iå= - ++
=

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( )

where the reference energies Esub and Emoli
are calculated using the geometries corresponding to the equilibrium

configuration of thewhole system.
As the chemical environment of eachmolecule in the island is different, we have to perform three

independent simulations to determine the binding energy of eachmolecule. Each of these simulations includes
only one of themolecules of the island interactingwith the substrate. Its contribution to the binding energy is
obtained from the total energy Emol subi+ by subtracting the total energies of the substrate,Esub, and the isolated
molecule Emoli

E E E E . 9bind
i

mol sub sub mol
1

3

i iå= - -
=

+( ) ( )
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4. Computationalmethods

Wehave characterized these systemswith first principle calculations based inDFT as implemented in theVASP
[34] andCRYSTAL [35, 36] codes.We have used very fine convergence criteria to reach an accuracy of 1 meVper
molecule. In ourVASP calculations, we have used the 5.3 versionwith projector augmentedwave
pseudopotentials [37] and a plane-wave cutoff of 600 eV. The energy convergence is better than 10−7 eV/atom
and residual forces smaller than 0.007 eV Å−1.We have used a 6×6×1Γ-centeredMonkhorst–Pack grid for
the calculations in theG(3×3) cell and an equivalent grid (3×3×1) for the biggerG(6×6) cell.

Wehave also employedCRYSTAL14, an all-electron linear combinationof atomic orbital code [35, 36].Wehave
used consistentGaussianbasis sets of triple-zeta valencewithpolarization. Integrationwas carried outover reciprocal
spaceusing a shrinking factor of 24 to formaMonkhorst–Packmeshof kpoints. This grid converges the integrated
chargedensity to an accuracyof about 10−6 electrons per unit cell. TheCoulombandexchange series are summed
directly and truncatedusingoverlap criteriawith thresholds of (7, 7, 7, 7, 14). The self-consistentfield algorithmwas
set to converge at the point atwhich the change in energywas less than10−7Hartree.

Weperformed the calculations in three different substrates and for thedifferent cells. For the smallerG(3×3)
cells theG sheet is composedby 18Catoms, the graphite substrate is a 4-layer slabofG sheetswith theAB stacking
corresponding to thismaterial andfinally theG/Pt(111) consists on aG layerwith a slabof Pt(111)underneath
formedby 4 layerswith 7 atomseach. Building theG(6×6) cells is trivial from these smallerG(3×3)ones. For the
structural relaxations, only the two lower layers of the slabwerefixed to their bulk-like positions (except for the
simplest case of the single sheet ofGonwhich all the atomsof the substratewere free tomove).

In order tofind the best description of the electron–electron interaction, we have used various
implementations to incorporate the contribution of dispersive (vdW) interactions and test different exchange-
correlation (XC) functionals to describe the chemical interaction.

4.1. Chemical interaction description
Formost of our calculations, we have used the PBE functional [38] supplemented by different vdWapproaches.
Some calculations have been donewith XC functionals like optB86b [39] (see below) that include a different
exchange contribution and a kernel that accounts for vdW interactions.We have also explored the possible role
of an improved description of the short range contributions using hybrid functionals, in particularHSE06 [40],
PBE0 [41] andB3LYP [42, 43]. These last calculations were performed using CRYSTAL14 as the convergence
with hybrid functionals ismore optimized in this code. For these simulations, we carried out only static
calculations using the geometry from the PBE+vdW result but optimizing the adsorption distance.

4.2. Van derWaals approaches
There are twoways to include this interaction in the calculations: either as a correction to the final energy or
through a kernel in the electronic XC functional that includes these effects in the self-consistency process.

Fromthefirst groupof vdWimplementationswehaveused the simplestGrimmeapproach (PBE-D2) [27] andalso
anadvanced implementationby the sameauthors (PBE-D3) [28]. For thePBE-D2calculations,wehaveused the
default values given in [27] for all the chemical species except for thePt,which isnot tabulated. For thismetal,wehave
used theparametersC6(Pt)=20 J nm

6mol−1 andR0(Pt)=1.9 Åwhich successfully reproduce theG–Ptdistance
[44]. In the caseof thePBE-D3 implementation (forwhichweused theBecke–Johnsondamping [45–47]), the vdWC6

parameter takes into account the local environmentof the atomthrough its coordinationnumber—whichmeans that
itmaychangeduring the simulation—and isdeterminedby theprogram.Wehave alsoperformedcalculationswith the
TS+SCS [48]—similar toD2, apart fromthe fact that in this approach theparameters are charge-densitydependent,
accounting in thisway for screening effects—and theMBDapproach [25, 29]—which containsboth themany-body
energy and the screeningwhich aremissing in simplepairwise approaches—whichare themore sophisticatedmethods
todate. Fromthe secondgroup—the so-calledDFT-DF functionals—wehaveused theKlimesoptB86b functional [39]
which is able topartially account for screening effects andhasproven toworkverywell forGsystems [49].

Table 1 shows the variationon the characteristic distances of our systemsdependingon the vdWapproachused.
Themismatchbetween theCandPt lattices in theG(3×3)moiré ofG/Pt(111) is small (0.6%) (see table 1) andwe
decided tofix the size of the supercell tomatch the relaxedG lattice calculatedwith each functional-vdWscheme.

5. SAMs formation in graphene

We start the study of the SAMs formationwith the simplest case—the substrate being a single sheet of G.Wefirst
showour characterization of the relevant adsorption sites, the PES profile and the diffusion energy of the
molecules. After that, we analyze the intermolecular energy perH-bond and the bond distances of the triazine
molecules adsorbed on theG layer.
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5.1.Molecule–substrate interaction
5.1.1. Triazine adsorption sites
Wehave characterized thepreferential adsorption sites on aG(3×3) cell, in order tomake contactwith the
literature.Wehave checked that the results forPBE-D2 in theG(3×3) cell are consistent towhat is found in abigger
G(6×6) cell and, in order tominimize the computational cost,we stuck to theG(3×3) cell to perform the
molecule adsorption characterization. Figure 3displays thehigh symmetry adsorption sites considered inour study
and thefinal orientationof themoleculewith respect to theGhoneycomb lattice. Themolecular symmetrydirections
are alignedwith those of theunderlyingG substrate for the three top andoneof the bridge configurations,while they
are rotatedby 30° in theCross(R) andBridge(R) geometries in order tomaximize the intermolecular interactionwith
molecules inneighboring cells.Adsorption energies and adsorptiondistances for thePBE-D2approach are shown in
table 2. TheBridge(R), followedby theCross(R), are themost stable configurationsdueprecisely to the
intermolecular interaction, in good agreementwithprevious calculations [16].

In order toobtain the relevantmolecule–substrate interaction for the energetic analysis of the SAMs,weneed to
remove the intermolecular interaction,which is still important in theG(3×3) cell.We follow theprocedure
outlined in section 3 toobtain for each adsorption site the correspondingbinding energy. Table 2 shows that, in terms
of the binding energy, themost favorable adsorption configuration is theC top, followedby theN top. In the caseof a
PAHmolecule, benzenewouldbe the comparablemolecule in this case, these twomost favorable positionswouldbe
equivalent—therewouldbenoNatomsbutmoreCatoms instead. In the case of triazine, the charge density is larger
in theNatoms, on the contrary ofwhat happens inπ–π interactingmolecules,whichbreaks the equivalence between
these two sites. TheC topbinding energy,∼400meV/molecule, is similar to the cohesive energymeasured for a
benzenemolecule onHOPG,∼500meV/molecule [22], whichpoints out that adsorption inboth cases is ruledby
the samemechanism:non covalent interactions.

We have studied the adsorption and binding energies of the C top andN top configurations using different
XC functionals and vdW implementations. Results are shown in table 3. They all predict the C top to have the

Table 1.Values of characteristic parameters to describe the substrates that we
have simulated for different functionals and vdW flavors. Thefirst two
columns correspond to the values for Pt andG lattice parameters and the third
an fourth are theG-metal distance and graphite interlayer distance respectively

A0 (Å) dnn (Å) dGPtá ñ (Å) dGGá ñ (Å)
Bulk Pt Graphene G/Pt(111) Graphite

Exp 3.913 [50] 2.46 [51] 3.30 [52] 3.35 [53]
PBE-D2 3.953 2.458 3.345 3.229

PBE-D3 3.927 2.470 3.317 3.384

PBE-

TS+SCS

3.951 2.466 3.325 3.382

PBE-MBD 3.968 2.465 3.427 3.410

optB86b 3.958 2.468 3.361 3.324

Figure 3.Ball-and-stickmodels for the high symmetry adsorption sites studied. All top, C top, Bridge andN top adsorption sites share
the samemolecule-G orientation, while Cross(R) andBridge(R) (labeledwith a gray border) are rotated 30°with respect to the other
sites.
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largest binding energy, but significant differences in absolute binding energies and adsorption distances are
found among the different approaches.

ThePBE-D2 is the onewith lower adsorptiondistances although it yields similar binding energies toPBE-D3
(∼400meV). The rest of the vdWimplementations place themoleculemuch farther from the substrate. This second
approach—PBE-D3—alongwith thePBE-MBDmethod result in very similar adsorptiondistances and, although
thebinding energies are smaller for theMBDapproach, the energydifferences are very similar for these twomethods.
ThePBE-TS+SCSandoptB86b schemesproducebigger binding energies than theothermethods (∼550meV).
However,while theoptB86b adsorptiondistances are somewhere inbetween thePBE-D2andPBE-D3cases, the
PBE-TS+SCS is themethod that results in the farthest distances betweenmolecule and substrate.

5.1.2. Energy barrier calculation
The calculationof thediffusion energybarrier for triazine onGrequires to characterize thePES and todetermine the
minimumenergy path.The results of this study are shown infigure 4,where a triangular path that goes through the
high symmetry adsorptionpositions framed inblack infigure 3 is explored.These results suggest that theC top-N
top-C toppath yields the lower energy barrier.Wehave confirmed this point byperforming calculationswith the
PBE-D2approachusing thenudged elastic bandmethod [54, 55], and, thus,we restrict the study todetermine the
energybarrierwith the otherXC+vdWapproaches to thepathbetween these two configurations.

According to the results shown in table 3, the biggest barriers are obtained for the cases where theD2 vdW
implementation is used. This is due to the knownoverestimation of the dispersion forces associatedwith this
vdWapproach. This behavior pushes themolecule closer to the surface towards amore repulsive chemical

Table 2.Characteristic binding energies andmean adsorption
distances calculated for different adsorption sites of triazine onG
depicted in figure 3 using the PBE [38] functional with theGrimme-
D2 [27] vdW implementation. The values of the adsorption energies
agree with previousworks [16]. The energy differences with respect
to C top (minimum energy site) for each site are shown in brackets
next to the absolute energies.

Site
Ebinding Eads

dads
(meV) (meV) (Å)

C top −404 (0) −388 (0) 3.15

N top −377 (27) −361 (27) 3.20

All top −344 (60) −327 (61) 3.28

Bridge(R) −367 (37) −494 (−106) 3.21

Cross(R) −339 (65) −464 (−76) 3.29

Table 3.Characteristic binding energies andmean
adsorption distances calculated for theC top andN top
adsorption sites (seefigure 3) of triazine onGusing
different vdW flavors (DFT-D2 [27], DFT-D3 [28], DFT-
DF(optB86b) [39], TS+SCS [48], andMBD [25, 29]) (see
section 4). The energy differences with respect to C top
(diffusion energy barriers) are shown in brackets.

Functional Site
Ebinding

dads
(meV) (Å)

PBE-D2 C top −404 (0) 3.15

N top −377 (27) 3.20

PBE-D3 C top −400 (0) 3.30

N top −381 (18) 3.34

PBE-TS+SCS C top −574 (0) 3.43

N top −551 (22) 3.49

PBE-MBD C top −360 (0) 3.30

N top −342 (17) 3.35

optB86b C top −562 (0) 3.19

N top −537 (26) 3.25
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interaction rangewhich results into a bigger barrier. The rest of themethods used yield to smaller but similar
barriers on the order of 15–25 meV.

In summary, diffusion energy barriers are always underestimated by the calculations regardless of the
method used, similarly towhat was found in benzene onG. For that case, someDFT approaches predict a barrier
of less than 10 meV [24], which is small compared to the experimentalmeasurements (17±12 meV) [56],
although compatible with themgiven the large experimental uncertainty.

Inorder tounderstand the interactions that are controlling themolecule–substrate interaction,wehave
determined the adsorption energy and the short range andvdWcontributions as a functionof the adsorptiondistance
for the triazineon theC topandNtop sites using thePBE-D2 functional (figure 4(b)). Themolecule adsorbs at a
distanceof 3.15 Å (3.20 Å)with respect to theGon theC top (Ntop) configuration.Wecan recognize a very similar
behavior towhat is found inπ–π interacting systems: thedriving attractive force is the vdW—which is very similar in
the twocases—while the short range contribution is responsible for thePES corrugation anddetermines thedifference
in equilibriumadsorptiondistance (∼0.05 Å)between the two sites.Notice that theminimumofboth curves is located
in the repulsive regionof the short range interactiondue to the effect of the vdWcontribution that pushes themolecule
closer to the surface.Wewill comeback to these energy curves in thediscussionpresented in section7.

5.2. Intermolecular interaction
In order to analyze the role of the intermolecular interaction in the SAM formation, wefirst optimize the
structure of the system including both the 3-molecule island and theG substrate on aG(6×6) unit cell. The
resultant equilibrium geometry is depicted infigure 2(b). Themolecules are not exactly on themost stable
adsorption configuration for a single adsorbed triazine, the C top site, as the interactionwith othermolecules
induces a small displacement on eachmolecule from theC top configuration of around 0.3 Å.

Figure 4.Energy landscape calculated for triazinemolecules onGwith PBE-D2 for in-plane (top image) and out-of-plane (bottom
plot) displacements of themolecule. In the top image the PES is shown for anAll top-C top-N top-All top trajectory. Both the
adsorption energy (blue) and distance (green) are shown for each point of the path. The graph on the bottom shows the energy
behavior with the variation of the adsorption distance for the two geometries that define the diffusion energy of themolecule (C top in
blue andN top in green). In the total energy curves (solid color), theminima, whose difference is the energy barrier, are circled in
black. The short range and vdWcontributions are also plotted. The points shown in this graph correspond to actual calculations and
the lines are spline interpolations frompoints belonging to an adsorption distance range of [2.15:3.70] Å some of themnot shown in
the figure.
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Wehave characterized the strength of the intermolecular interaction following the procedure described in
the section 3.2. Figure 5 shows the different energy contributions as a function of the separation (defined as the
length of theN–Hhydrogen bond) between the threemolecules of the island. Infigure 5(a), we plot the total
interaction energy (Einterac), the binding energy (Ebind)—the sumof the interaction energies of eachmolecule
with the substrate, as defined by equation (9)—and the intermolecular energy calculated as
E E Eintermol interac bind= - . Figure 5(b) compares the intermolecular energy perH-bond of the isolated island
with the energy of the island adsorbed onG. Although both interactions are very similar, the substrate has the
effect of slightly weakening the intermolecular interaction, reducing theH-bond energy from∼−131 to
∼−119 meV, and increasing theH-bond distance from2.35 to 2.36 Å.

6. Realistic graphene growth environments: graphite andG/Pt(111)

In this section,wewill explore howchangeson theGproperties inducedby the supporting substratemay affect the
formationof SAMs [7, 9]. Before that, let us recall themain experimental resultswith triazinemolecules [18, 19].
SAMsgrownonHOPGandG/Pt(111)havedifferent equilibrium intermolecular distances (C–H···N), 2.39 Å for
HOPGversus 2.49 Å forG/Pt(111), anddiffusion energy barriers—55 (68)meV forHOPG (G/Pt(111)).Which are
the characteristic properties of eachof these substrates that could inducedifferences in the SAMformation and
molecule diffusion? It iswell-known that theproperties of aG layer aremodifiedby the substrate underneath. In the
case of graphite, theBernal stackingmakes the twoCatoms in theunit cell inequivalent and a gap is opened in the
electronic states of oneof the sublattices. Thus, this loss of symmetry converts themassless fermiondispersionofG
intomassive fermions. This effect canbe already seen inbilayerG, and is certainly present inour 4-layer slab [57].

ForG/Pt(111), although aweaklyG-metal interacting system, there are important changes inducedby the
substrate onG [58]. Thedifferencebetween theGandmetalwork functions and their interaction induce adipole in
the interfacewith its positive pole at theG layer [58] and themetal dopesGwithholes, inducing a shift of theDirac
pointwhich is∼0.5 eVabove the Fermi levelwhencalculatedwithDFT [44]. In termsof geometry, there is another
fundamental differencewith respect to the free-standingGand the graphite.The relative orientationbetween theG
layer and themetal surface inducesmoirépatterns. TheG(3×3)moiré ( R7 7 10´ ( ) for Pt) is themost
common inG/Pt(111) [59]. C atoms inside themoiré unit cell have different coordinationwith surfacemetal atoms.
This inducesdifferences on its relative heights aswell as in their local electronic properties. Theheight corrugation is
subtle forweakly interacting systems (height differences below∼2pmforG/Pt(111), seefigure 6), anyway, even in
these systems,morié patterns canbe clearly observedwith STMdue to electronic effects [44]. Thus, themoiré pattern
breaks the symmetry among thedifferent equivalent sites (e.g. theC top sites) andmakes the adsorptiondependent
on its positionwithin themoiré unit cell.

Figure 5. Intermolecular interaction. (a)Decomposition of the interaction energy perH-bond for theG versus theH-bond distance.
All the energies are referred to itsminimumvalue in the represented range tomake it easier to visualize. (b)Comparison of the
intermolecular energy perH-bond between theG (red) and the isolated island (gray). Theminimumof the casewith substrate (2.36 Å)
is slightly displacedwith respect to the isolated island (2.35 Å) and there is an energy shift of∼11 meVbetween both cases being the
H-bond softer in theG case. In the inset we compare the isolatedmonolayer (black) and the isolated island (gray). The behavior is very
similar except for a shift of∼4 meV in the energy perH-bond being stronger for the case of the island.
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Before addressing local changes induced by the different chemical environment of theG atoms, we consider
whether global processes, in particular charge transfer between themolecule and the substrate, could be
responsible for differences among the substrates. As thework functions of graphite andG/Pt(111) differ, this
charge transfer could be different andmake stronger/weaker both the intermolecularH-bonds and the coupling
with the substrate.We have calculated the charge transfer for triazine onG, graphite andG/Pt(111) (see the
integrated charge density difference infigure 7).We did not find any relevant global charge transfer. However,
we did observe a small charge redistributionwith the formation of a small dipole in the area between the
molecules and theG sheet that is slightly different for each substrate. This small dipole is consistent with the
small decrease of the calculatedwork function (183 meV and 159 meV for graphite andG/Pt(111) respectively).
Nevertheless, wewill show below that these variations do notmodify neither themolecule–substrate coupling
nor the strength of theH-bonds.

6.1.Molecule–substrate interaction
6.1.1. Triazine adsorption sites
We follow the same procedure used for the case of the free-standingG.Wefirst determine themolecule–
substrate binding configuration and energy for a single triazinemolecule on the different adsorption sites using a
G(3× 3) unit cell. Table 4 presents the results for different sites on graphite andG/Pt(111) calculatedwith the
PBE-D2 functional. Comparingwith the free-standingG case, there are no significant differences induced by the

Figure 6.Ball-and-stick scheme of theG/Pt(111)moiré cell simulated. It corresponds to theG(3×3)moiré pattern, the one seen in
the experiments [19], which is themore common inG/Pt(111). In the top sight an extra color range varying from red (for the lower) to
white (for the highest) represents the relative height of the corrugatedG sheet. Themolecule depicted corresponds to the lower energy
—among all theG-equivalent positions in theG(3×3)moiré—C top adsorption geometry. In the side view (bottom right corner)
the slab structure and the relative distances between themetal, theG and the triazine are shown.

Figure 7. xy-integrated charge density difference, mol sub mol subr r r- -+ , along the z axis for the three systems that we have studied.
The vertical dashed lines represent the position of theG sheet (left) and the triazinemonolayer (right). The change of sign of the dipole
that appears between the substrate and themolecule is highlightedwith a change in the background color fromblue to red.
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presence of the substrate, apart from a small rigid shift of the binding energies,−40 (−60)meV for graphite
(G/Pt(111)), and small variations (less than 5 pm) in the adsorption distances. In the case of G/Pt(111), those
results correspond to sites on themost favorable adsorption area (the lower area of themoiré see figure 6).
However, we have analyzed all of the equivalent sites within themoiré unit cell (e.g. all the C top sites) and
confirmed that the variations induced by themoiré are extremely small (less than∼2 meV in the binding energy
and∼0.02 Å in the adsorption distance). Results with other vdWapproaches are very similar.

6.1.2. Energy barrier calculation
Contrary to the experimental evidence, we have not foundwith the PBE-D2 functional any difference in the
diffusion energy barriers by changing the substrate.We have calculated the diffusion barrier with othermore
sophisticated vdWapproaches that take into account the different chemical environment and/or screening/
polarizabiliy effects. However, none of these approaches leads to significant differences among the different
substrates (see table 5). Changes in the diffusion barrier are also very small (less than for∼4 meV)when
consideringC top andN top sites on different areas of theG/Pt(111) 3×3moiré unit cell, in line with the
conclusions of the previous section. Thus, simulation provides diffusion barriers that are approximately 50%
smaller than the ones found in the experiment and essentially independent of the support of theG layer.

6.2. Intermolecular interaction
Finally, we analyze the effect of the substrate on the intermolecular interaction.We have followed the same
procedure applied for the adsorption onG. Figure 8 presents the energy perH-bond as a function of the bond
length forG, graphite, G/Pt(111) and the isolated three-molecule island. Experiments show a change on the
intermolecular distance of∼10pmbetween the triazinemolecules adsorbed on graphite and onG/Pt(111).
Calculations yield distance variations between substrates one order ofmagnitude smaller (<1 pm) and almost
identical bond energies (differences less than 1 meV). Therefore, although the presence ofG does induce some
small changes in the intermolecular interaction, the substrate underneath seems not to play any role.

7.Discussion

All this exhaustive theoretical study of the adsorption of the triazinemolecule over different G-based substrates,
having the experimental evidence as a reference, allows us to unveil some of the basic properties driving the SAM
formation onG layers. However, we are still unable to address the influence on the SAM formation—found in
the experiments—of thematerial onwhich theGhas been grown.Despite this, we have learnt relevant notions

Table 4.Molecule–substrate binding energy andmean adsorption distance for the different high symmetry
adsorption sites studied for the three different substrates we are characterizing calculatedwith PBE-D2.

Graphene Graphite G/Pt(111)

meV Å meV Å meV Å

C top −404 (0) 3.15 −445 (0) 3.13 −466 (0) 3.11

N top −377 (27) 3.20 −417 (27) 3.20 −440 (25) 3.17

All top −344 (60) 3.28 −382 (63) 3.28 −402 (64) 3.28

Bridge(R) −367 (37) 3.21 −407 (38) 3.20 −428 (38) 3.20

Cross(R) −339 (65) 3.29 −377 (68) 3.28 −398 (67) 3.26

Table 5.Energy barriers calculated for the three different
substrates we are characterizing compared to the experimental
values.

Graphene Graphite G/Pt(111)
meV meV meV

EXP [18, 19] 55±8 68±9
PBE-D2 27 27 25

PBE-D3 18 19 20

PBE-TS+SCS 22 19 21

PBE-MBD 17 17 18

optB86b 25 25 26
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on the SAMs formation andwe have also been able to point out the possible origins of the discrepancies with the
experiments.

7.1.Which is the interaction that controls the SAMs formation?
For all the systems considered, G, graphite andG/Pt(111), the clearly preferred configuration for the adsorption
of a single triazinemolecule is the C top site. The orientation of the triazinemolecule with respect toG (the
relative angle between the directions that are equivalent under the three-fold symmetry of themolecule and the
honeycomb lattice) defined by theC top configuration is consistent with themolecular orientation observed
experimentally on the triazine SAMs formed both onHOPGandG/Pt(111). This suggests that themolecule–
substrate interaction, althoughweak, plays a key role infixing the SAMorientationwith respect to theG.

Onewould be tempted to conclude that themolecule–substrate interaction controls the SAM formation. If
this was the case, we should observe supercells like the G 7 7´( ) shown infigure 9(a). This configuration
accommodates all the triazinemolecules close toC top sites in order tomaximize the substrate–molecule
interaction, although they are slightly rotated from the perfect C top configuration to favor the correct alignment
of theH-bonds. Although retaining the proper orientation, this favorable substrate binding configuration
imposes intermolecular N–Hdistances of∼2.7 Å that are large compared to the intermolecular distance in the
isolated triazinemonolayer (2.35 Å). This results in a high cost in intermolecular binding: using the results of
figure 8, the intermolecular energy in the G 7 7´( )moiré is reduced by 3H-bonds/molecule×∼23 meV/
H-bond=69 meV/molecule.

The analysis above points out to a dominant role for the intermolecular interaction. In fact, our calculations
show that the strength ofmolecule–substrate and intermolecular interactions are similar. ForG, for example,
the binding energy in theC top position (−404 meVwith PBE-D2) is of the order of theH-bond contribution
permolecule (6/2H-bonds/molecule×−119 meV/H-bond=−357 meV/molecule). The SAM formation is
ruled by the subtle balance between changes in both the binding energy and the intermolecular interaction that
are controlled by (i) the corrugation of the binding PES, and (ii) the distance dependence of the intermolecular
interaction, and result in largemoirés. The latter is the key factor according to our analysis of the equilibrium
configuration of the three-molecule island on all of the substrates: we found lateral displacements with respect to
theC top site in order to keep the intermolecular distances very close to those of the isolated triazinemonolayer.
This is also consistent with the experimental results. In the largemoiré patterns observed in the experiments, the
intermolecular distances are close to its optimumvalue—with an intermolecular energy loss of less than 3 meV
permolecule (see figure 8)—while themolecules are not placed on optimal C top adsorption configurations but
distributed along the binding PES that has a corrugation around 60 meV (figure 4). Assuming a uniform
distribution, this would result on an average binding energy loss of∼30 meV/molecule, that is compensated by
themore favorable intermolecular interaction. This subtle balance explains the preferential stability of large
moiré patterns. Notice that for this systemwe predict a variation of the adsorption distances of∼15 pm inside
these largemoirés (figure 4) and thatmolecules on non-highly-symmetric sites should be slightly tilted. These
features could be confirmed in future STMexperiments.

Figure 8. Intermolecular energy perH-bond versus theH-bond distance calculatedwith PBE-D2 for simulationswith the isolated
3-molecule island of triazines (gray), the island on top ofG (red), the island on top of graphite (orange) and the island on top ofG/Pt
(111) (blue). Note that the energy axis for the three substrates (left) is different from the energy axis of the isolated island (right) but
both axis represent the same energy increment. Theminimum for the case of the isolated island is at aH-bond distance of∼2.35 Å
while for the three substrates it slightly increases up to∼2.36 Å.
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7.2.Does theG support play a role? Insights from the experiments
Having understood the role of themolecule–substrate and intermolecular interactions, we address the possible
reasons behind the discrepancy found between our calculations and the experimental evidence about the
influence of the substrate on the SAM formation. The differentmoiré patterns found in the experiments for
HOPGandG/Pt(111) can be explained phenomenologically in terms of themismatch between the different
lattice periodicities involved [59].We have analyzed the experimental STM images in order to determine the
moiré periodicity (seefigures 9(b) (c)), the commensurability and the relative orientation of themolecular and
substrate lattices. For graphite, the images can be reproducedwith a R2 67 2 67 12.2´ -  periodicity
(lattice parameter 40.3 Å), where themolecular layer is rotated 19.8°with respect to the graphite lattice (see
figures S1 and S2 on the supporting information). The same analysis for theG/Pt(111) case, gives a periodicity of

R2 79 2 79 43´ -  (lattice parameter 43.7 Å), and a relative angle of 21.2° (see figures S3 and S4 on the
supporting information). In graphite, the latticemismatch between themolecular layer and theG lattice is very
small (−0.02%).WhenPt is introduced, a new lattice periodicity has to be taken into account. If themoiré
pattern forG-triazine were preserved, therewould be amismatch ofmore than 2%between themetal and the
G-triazine system. Thus, it is favorable for the system to choose a differentmoiré patternwith a unit cell that
slightly increases themismatch of the triazinemonolayer with theG (0.05%), and consequently the
intermolecular distance, but considerably reduces themismatchwith the Pt underneath (0.2%).

7.3.Whywe donot observe any support influence in the calculations?
The analysis presented above clearly shows the effect of the Pt support through the interaction of themolecules
with the Pt atoms either directly or through themodulation created in theG by the Pt surface. Our calculations
should capture this effect: the SAM should be trading the loss of some intermolecular bonding energy to
accommodate the adsorption positions to the Pt lattice or to theG(3×3)/Pt(111)moiré. Remember that the
only trace of the Pt in our calculations on this substrate is a difference of∼2 meV/molecule in the binding energy
among equivalent adsorption sites located on different areas of theG(3×3)/Pt(111)moiré.

A simple estimate of the energy difference between themoiré patterns observed on graphite andG/Pt(111)
does not support the preferential stability of the latter for theG/Pt(111) case: the larger intermolecular distances
would result on a reduction of the intermolecular energy of∼2 meV/H-bond×3H-bond/molecule∼6 meV/
molecule (figure 8), that cannot be compensated by the∼2 meV/molecule adsorption energy corrugation of the
G/Pt(111)moiré. This result is consistent with the theoretical underestimation of the diffusion barriers and
seems not to be essentiallymodified by the use of other XC functionals and vdW implementations.

The evolution of the diffusion barriers with the adsorption distance (figure 10) suggests that we can increase
significantly those barriers if we push the triazinemolecule towards theG layer: a rigid reduction of the
adsorption distance for all the sites by∼0.2 (∼0.3)Å for graphite (G/Pt(111))would bring those barriers to
agreementwith the experimental values. Thus, our calculations point out to an underestimation of the

Figure 9. (a)Ball-and-stick scheme of the G 7 7´( ) supercell of triazine on graphene (the triazine network is commensurated to
theG lattice) obtained fromDFT (PBE-D2) simulations. The intermolecular distance is shown and the triazinemolecules are adsorbed
close to theC top position but slightly rotated by the effect of theH-bonds alignment. (b), (c)Experimental STM images for the
triazine on theHOPG (a) and on theG/Pt(111) (b) substrate. Both the full systemmoiré (black dashed line) and the intermolecular
(light green solid line) cells are depicted. In both images both the SAMand the substrate can be observed enabling us to obtain from
them the relative orientations of the two networks. Acquisition parameters: (b)Vs=+1.16V, It=40 pA, size: 6.7 × 6.7 nm2 ; (c)
Vs=+0.27V, It=760 pA, size: 5.3×5.3 nm2. The bias voltage was applied to the sample.
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molecule–substrate interaction, larger in the presence of Pt, as a possible explanation for the discrepancies with
experiments in the value of the diffusion barriers and the influence of theG support.

We can analyze the implications of this idea by exploring the evolution of theN top-C top energy difference
versus the adsorption distance as is shown infigure 10 for the three different substrates using PBE-D2.
According to this test, we can predict the adsorption distance ranges for which the experimental barriers would
be reproduced. At the new predicted equilibrium adsorption distances (different for each site), the binding PES
for theG/Pt(111) case has a larger corrugation (difference in binding energy among equivalent sites on different
areas of theG(3×3)moiré)needed (∼10 meV/molecule, see the inset onfigure 10) to compensate the
intermolecular energy loss (∼6 meV, see above), required to accommodate the triazine SAM to the Pt lattice and
stabilize the R2 79 2 79 43´ - moiré observed on theG/Pt(111) case.

Our results clearly show that the effect of the short range interaction shouldbe larger inorder to get a good
comparisonwith the experimental evidences.Thefirst candidate to explain thiswouldbe that the attraction, provided
by the vdWdispersion forces, yieldedbyour calculations is beingunderestimated: an increaseof the vdWcontribution
woulddecrease the adsorptiondistances towards the values that are required to reproduce the experiments.

Notice that what it is needed is an increase of the vdW force, as it is the one that should compensate the
repulsive short range force tofix the adsorption position of themolecules.

Nevertheless, themost accurate vdW implementations that we have tried, D3 andMBDapproaches, show
similar forces (see figure 11) [13]. Even theD2 scheme, which is well-known to overestimate the vdW
contributions [28, 29], is unable to reduce the adsorption distances enough to reproduce the experimental data.
Indeed, it would be needed to increase the vdW-D2 by a factor of 2 (3) for the graphite (G/Pt(111)) substrate to
get to the required adsorption distances. The good agreement between themost reliable vdW implementations,
that have beenwell tested in other systems [13, 25, 28, 29], lead us to think that assuming errors on the
calculation of this contribution of 200%–300% is not reasonable.

After discarding the vdWas the prime suspect, we need to consider other sources of disagreement. The next
candidate left is the short range interaction. In order to characterize the systemwithmore sophisticated XC
functionals we have used theCRYSTAL codewhich ismore optimized thanVASP for simulationswith hybrids.

To check the comparison between the two codeswefirst perform a benchmark calculationwith PBE-D2. In
the top panel offigure 12 the results of the calculations withVASP andCRYSTAL are compared. It can be
observed that, as expected, the vdWcontributionmatched exactly between the two codes (theD2
implementation is purely geometrical)while there is an evident difference in the short range interaction. This
discrepancy can be explained in terms of the basis set used: the decay of theGaussianwave functions of
CRYSTAL ismore steep than that of the planewaves of VASP. As a consequence, the equilibrium adsorption
distances are pushed farther from the substrate in the case of CRYSTAL than in the case of VASP (see figure 12).
Oncewe have clarified this difference between codes let us analyze the results obtainedwithCRYSTAL for
hybridXC functionals.

Three different well-tested functionals have been used in these calculations (HSE06, PBE0 andB3LYP). In
the lower panel offigure 12we compare theN top-C top energy differences between the different functionals

Figure 10.Energy difference between theC top andN top adsorption positions calculatedwith PBE-D2 plotted for different
adsorption distances. The results for the three substrates (G in red, graphite in orange andG/Pt(111) in blue) are shown. The range of
adsorption distances that was got in the calculations is highlighted in gray. The regions coloredwith light orange and light blue are
those onwhich the adsorption distances should reproduce the experimental barrier for the graphite andG/Pt(111) respectively. The
inset shows the increase in energy difference when the adsorption distance decreases between themost repulsive andmost attractive
moiré sites for the same geometry (C top in black andN top in gray) in theG/Pt(111) substrate.
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Figure 11.Comparison between the different vdWapproaches contributions for the PBE functional versus the adsorption distance
for the case of themolecule on aC top on top a graphene substrate. Themost advancedD3 andMBDyield very similar results, D2
overestimates andTS+SCS underestimate the force respect to theD3 andMBD schemes [13].

Figure 12. (a)Comparison between the variation of adsorption energywith the adsorption distance for PBE-D2 calculations inVASP
(in solid lines) and inCRYSTAL (in dashed lines) for the graphene substrate. The different contributions are plottedwith different
symbols: vdWwith triangles, short rangewith circles and the total energy with squares. The results for the C top geometry are depicted
in green colors and theN top ones appear in purple. In both cases, lighter colors correspond toVASP results and darker colors
correspond toCRYSTAL results. The positions of theminima for the total energy curves aremarkedwith red (VASP) and black
(CRYSTAL) circles. (b)The difference of energies between theC top andN top adsorption positions for the graphene substrate is
plotted for different adsorption distances. The results for the different XC approaches tried are shown.
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including the results for PBEobtainedwith bothVASP andCRYSTAL—the difference between codes previously
discussed is evident too. The obvious conclusion from this figure is that there is no significant change in the
energy differences originated for the use of different XC functionals: the energy differences are larger than the
one calculatedwithVASP but all theCRYSTAL results are very similar among them.

We are, then, unable to address the source of our lack of interaction because the twomain suspects—the
vdWand the chemical interactions—separately seem to be not enough to explain the discrepancies with the
experiment.

8. Conclusions

Wehave studied the formation of triazine SAMs onG, graphite andG/Pt(111) substrates with themore
advancedDFT techniques. In the three cases, we have characterized both themolecule–substrate and the
intermolecular interactions. Our results show that the SAM formation in theseweakly interacting systems is
ruled by a subtle balance between both interactions, which are of the same order. Thus, the theory shows that the
molecular orientation found in the experiments, the same that characterizes theminimumenergy adsorption
site for a singlemolecule, is driven by themolecule–substrate interaction. However, the intermolecular
contribution leads to largemoiré patterns instead of the smaller periodicities favored by themolecule–substrate
interaction.

The experiments show that the SAMs of triazine formmoiré patternswhich try tominimize themismatch
not only with theG layer but alsowith the substrate underneath. Our calculations do not capture this effect.
Neither the diffusion energy barriers in any substrate.We have shown that these discrepancies with the
experiment are relatedwith a theoretical underestimation of themolecule–substrate interaction. However,
neither the vdWdescription nor different approaches for XC functionals are able to solve the discrepancies with
the experiments in both the value of the energy barriers and the effect of the substrate underneath graphene.

Our study shows thatmolecule-G systems are a paradigmatic example to test the accuracy of newXC
functionals and vdW implementations to describe the short- and long-range electron–electron correlations
needed to describe weakly interacting systems. On these large systemsfirst principles simulations cannot deal the
whole cell and has to be complementedwith approaches to simplify the calculation of the interactions. However,
experimental results have not been reproduced evenwith the actual state-of-the-art DFT-basedmethods.
Binding energies, diffusion barriers, and the subtle balance between intermolecular andmolecule–substrate
interactions are excellent benchmarks to guide the development of the next generation ofDFT tools.
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